Doctors for Responsible Gun Ownership
Advocacy and watchdog group confronting anti-gun bias in medicine

“Because firearms are not a public health issue”

Founded in 1994, Doctors for Responsible Gun Ownership is on guard against biased, agenda-motivated pseudoscience that would hinder gun ownership under the guise of legitimate research.

A project of the Second Amendment Foundation, DRGO critiques medical literature and public policy dealing with firearms ownership, use and misuse.

Confronting Anti-Gun Bias in Medicine
In 1996, DRGO’s testimony before Congress exposed anti-gun propaganda of Centers for Disease Control officials and led to the prohibition of gun control advocacy by the CDC.

Contributing to Legal Cases
DRGO has provided policy background and amicus briefs in important legal cases, including: Emerson (1999), Heller (2008), Peruta (2014-2017), and Wollschlaeger v. Florida (2011-2017).

Providing Policy Analysis
In March 2017, highly credentialed subject matter medical experts at DRGO published a white paper that provides supporting information for the Hearing Protection Act of 2017

Connecting Patients with Pro-Gun Doctors
In September 2017 DRGO launched 2Adoc.com, a directory and referral service to connect patients with healthcare providers who respect their privacy and Second Amendment rights.

Robust Media Presence
DRGO maintains an active blog written by the organization's leadership and contributors. Our leadership and member experts appear in other, independent media outlets.

CALL TO ACTION: DRGO seeks health care and medical science professionals with experience in:
- Published writing
- Analyzing research publications
- Social media (Twitter, Facebook, etc.)
- Interfacing with news media
- Membership development

We invite you to explore our website at www.DRGO.us and join us.

twitter.com/DRGOSAF
facebook.com/DoctorsForResponsibleGunOwnership